
When God's Actions Don't Fit Our Expectations
Topics You Always Wanted a Sermon On - Part 4

Luke 2:41-52; Proverbs 18:17 (NIV84)

''The first to present his case seems right, till another comes forward and questions him.^^
(Proverbs 18:17, N1V84). There are a lot of claims being made today that seem right, until we
leam the rest of the story. It is hard to learn the rest of the story, if we don't take time to
question the claims and statements being made.

I remember back 30 or more years ago when the push came to support national pastors and
missionaries. You may have seen an ad: "forjust $35, $50 or $100per month you can support
a national Christian leader," The argument seemed like a convincing one: National pastors
already know the language and culture, they cost a fraction of what sending a foreign
missionary costs, many are struggling financially so this will allow them to concentrate more
time on the ministry, they can get into areas traditional missionaries cannot get into, and it will
help advance the work of Jesus so much faster. They usually point out the exorbitant cost of
sending a missionary from the United States, some key problems with traditional missions (like
bringing in American culture, not releasing leadership to nationals quickly enough, and being
patronistic). They often throw in a bit of guilt for Western materialism.

Few took time to question these claims - Christians especially liked the idea that they could do
more with less money which frees up money for other things without radical sacrifice. But the
long-term problems with supporting national pastors from outside show up after decades
including the growth of unhealthy dependency, national churches not learning to give
generously or take on responsibility for the support of their pastor, unrealistic structures which
can't be done without perpetual outside support, weak churches, major decreases in lay people
doing ministry, and the church becoming suspect to their country because of all the Western
money coming in to support them. God doesn't seem to bless this approach LONG TERM.

We see this clearly in India. Congregations are weak in stewardship because they expect the
pastors to be supported from the outside. Pastors don't stay in local churches so they can grow
strong, but use that as a stepping stone to get a better paying job in church oversight or
parachurch ministries funded with Western money. The laypeople see the pastor doing much of
the work of ministry. Allegiance of pastors is to the people giving out the money rather than the
congregation or the Lord, In fact, the largest promoter of supporting national missionaries in the
US today has made his own denomination in India and installed himself as the head of that
denomination in an "Episcopal or Catholic" form of government meaning he is the head like the
Pope is. Increasingly Christianity is accused of buying conversions with Western money in
India. When radicals call the community to rise up against a church in India, the rallying cry is
not "they are Christians" as India prides itself on diversity. What the radicals yell is "Western
influence*' - because pastors are paid by foreign money. Even the latest action by the Indian
government to stop all the Western money from coming in to help kids in poverty - like
Compassion International or the EFCAs Global Fingerprints - has been done and accepted
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because it isn't "an Indian thing" - it is a western thing. Contrast that with China where the
church lost all Western support when the communists took over, then lost so much more after
the Great Cultural Revolution under Mao Tse Tung in the late '60's. Their people are just as
impoverished as India, yet the church supports their own pastors, has huge numbers of lay
people doing ministry, can expand exponentially without needing to wait for more outside
support, they aren't controlled by "pope-like" leaders - in fact they recognize the dangers of
outside support of their leaders and seek to use support in ways that don't have so many
negatives.

Now I am NOT against all support of nationals, we do some here, but it needs to be seen more
like a band-aid, last resort than our primary approach. I clearly see the negatives that has arisen
from some of our traditional missionaries. And I strongly believe we need to continue sacrifice-
ing greatly for national church movements across the world. But if we just believe our feelings,
people's stories or claims without truly investigating those claims OVER TIME, we will waste
our efforts and cause more difficulties. This is no different than a husband & wife thinking,
we'll buy lots of labor saving devices & hire help so no one in the family has to do chores,
giving everyone more time to be together as a family, study and enjoy life - then wondering
why the kids don't show a work ethic, complain a lot, and are unable to overcome obstacles
when they grow up.

So, it is with this truth of Proverbs 18:17 in mind that we want to tackle our "Question You
Always Wanted a Sermon On". The question: Please explain Luke two - it always seems to
me like Jesus is not being a conscientious son when he goes to the temple while his parents
travel home without him. Shouldn't he have told them where he was going? He sounds
rude the way he speaks to his parents when they find him. This account never fits with my
idea of who Jesus is. Which leads us to an even bigger question: "What do we do when God's
words or actions don 7fit our expectations?" - whether that comes from reading something in
the Bible that makes us feel uncomfortable or receiving an answer to prayer that makes us feel
confused. I want to assure you because of the absolute truthfulness of the Bible, that when you
hit one of these times, if you will aside your feelings & initial thoughts, then dig deep into the
totally truthful Bible to see a different perspective, you can actually see God and His ways in a
deeper way that is very exciting.

PROPOSITION: When Jesus (God) doesn't fit our expectations, it is a wonderful opportunity to
see God and His truth much deeper if we are willing to really wrestle with the question, dig
deeper into the Bible text, let go of our pre-suppositions and pay attention to the context.
I. Asking questions & noticing details to dig deeper Luke 2:41-52
(NT claims Jesus was sinless - John 8:46; Hebrews 4:15, 7:26; I Peter 2:22; I John 3:5; II Cor 5:21)

As we read together earlier, the situation is relatively simple. Jesus is a Junior High student
traveling with His parents. He gets super excited about something so when it gets time to go
home. He doesn't get on the bus. The parents discover this a day later, rush back to
Jerusalem and frantically search for Him. When they find and scold Him, Jesus looks at
them and says "Why didn't you expect me to be here?" In line with Proverbs 18:17, let's
subject our questioner's feelings and idea of who Jesus is to a couple questions.
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A. What was Mary's response to Jesus's actions? Luke 2:48, 50, 51
What was Mary's response to Jesus's actions? Most people read this passage and
say that Mary was very upset at Jesus. READ y 48. Clearly Mary's initial response is
being very upset - especially by the third day. When kids are missing, parents
naturally get frantic. The natural response when they find their kid is - "where haye
you been, I'ye been worried sick". This is Mary & Joseph's initial response.
Unfortunately, many Christians stop their investigation here which causes them to be
torn between the Bible's clear statement that Jesus was without sin (I've listed some of
those verses in your outline) & behavior that looks like sin, or something awful close!

But this is not Mary's only response to Jesus's actions at age 12. Look at verse 50.
READ. A 2"^ reaction that Mary has is that she is confused. She doesn't understand
Jesus's answer. Clearly Jesus is not mouthing off or being disrespectful to them, but
neither is Jesus agreeing with them. What in the world does He mean that they should
have immediately known where He was when they have been franticly searching for
Him?

That leads us to the 3*^'' reaction of Mary mentioned IN THIS PASSAGE - remember
we have to dig deep into the only place that is without error - the Bible. READ y 51.
Mary treasured all of these things in her heart. What things? The miraculous
conception of her cousin Elizabeth, the angels visit to her, the virgin birth, the
shepherds' stories, Simeon & Anna's words in the temple AND, this event in the life
of Jesus when He was 12 years old! Mary went from upset, to confused, to seeing
something amazing about Jesus that overwhelmed her in wonder. Mary understood
Jesus wasn't disrespectful, rude or disobedient, but He was stating clearly He uniquely
came from God the Father.

I emphasized Mary in these questions, rather than Ma/j and Joseph simply because
Jesus' mother Mary was the one that Luke interviewed for this part of his gospel -
Joseph had died before Jesus even started His public ministry. In the beginning of this
book, Luke claims to have carefullv investigated everything he wrote including
getting information from eyewitnesses. Luke accompanied Paul to Jerusalem after
Paul's third missionary journey. So when Paul was imprisoned in Caesarea for 2
years, Luke had plenty of opportunity to travel around Israel interviewing
eyewitnesses of Jesus including Mary. That's why Luke has the most information on
Jesus' birth.

B. Why would Mary & Joseph leave without verifying Jesus was with them? Luke 2:43-44
Let's keep digging because we want to figure out what changed Mary's attitude to one
of amazement. Another stumbling block in this true story is that it doesn't seemjjght
that Jesus didn't tell his parents he was staying in Jerusalem when they headed home.
READ V 43. According to v 41, Mary and Joseph went to Jerusalem every year for the
Passover - this was a big trip lasting 2.5-3 weeks. The Passover itself was just a single
day where the Passover lamb was killed and the Passover meal ceremonies were done.
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This was followed by a weeklong Festival of Unleavened Bread. Since v 43 starts
"after the festival was over" Jesus' family would have been in Jerusalem at least 8
days. It took at least 4 days to get there and 4 days to get back to Nazareth as people
generally could cover 20 miles a day walking and the shortest way, through Samaria,
was 75 miles. That is like us driving out to the Rocky Mountains for family vacation.
READ V 43-45. There were lots of people here - around a quarter million would travel
to Jerusalem at this time. So Mary & Joseph traveled in a group (called "a company"
here) which consisted of friends and relatives from the Nazareth area.

So why didn V Jesus tell His parents He was staying? We could just as easily ask
"Why would Mary and Joseph take off without verifying their child was with
them?" And the simple answer is because they trusted Jesus - He had proved his
faithfulness over time. If Jesus had been an irresponsible or forgetful child, his parents
would never have gone a whole day without knowing if he was in the company. They
trusted him and knew he had good judgment. This suggests that Jesus' motive in
staying behind was not carelessness nor disrespect. There was something more
important.

C. So what was Jesus doing? Luke 2:46-47
So what was Jesus doing? READ v 46-47. Jesus is excited about the wonderful new
depth of Bible study He is doing. Jesus is thrilled to be learning from teachers who
have studied the Bible far more than any teacher in his little town of Nazareth. These
Bible teachers were the tops in the country. And He is learning a lot - quickly putting
it together - then asking follow-up questions to learn even more. If the Son of God
took the initiative to seek out good teachers and knowledgeable scholars we should
also. If God incarnate comes to humbly listen & learn, how much more should we
who know far less and take longer to understand. Just like any wise teacher does to
make sure a student understands, they also asked Jesus questions. Jesus' answers
amazed them because He was understanding and putting things together much faster
than other 12 year old boys.

Some Christians make the false assumption that Jesus knew everything at age 12 and
He was stumping the teachers with information they didn't know. That is not what is
said here - but is actually the claim of the false "Infancy Gospel of Thomas" written
more than 150 years later. Hundreds of years later people were making claims that at
age 12 Jesus was instructing the astronomers about the mysteries of the universe,
explaining the secrets of metaphysics to the philosophers and showing Bible teachers
things they had never discovered. Jesus is not showing His omniscience here. Just as
Jesus body had to grow, so His knowledge and understanding had to grow because
when the Son of God became a man, there were many attributes of God that were
temporarily rendered ineffective... Jesus is a 12year old boy still learning - he
didn't know calculus at 4 or atomic theory at 12. At the age when Jewish people
thought a boy took his first step in becoming a man - what is acknowledged as a
Jewish Bar Mitzvah today - Jesus fully understands He is the Son of God in a depth
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He hadn't experienced before. And Jesus had this unique opportunity to leam crucial
things from the Bible He needed for the mission the Father had given Him. This
situation is no different than if your son or daughter, mother or father doesn't come
home on time because something more important came up that needed immediate
attention - like another parent needing to rush their kid to the hospital and suddenly
needing a person to stay with their other kids. Or coming across someone hurt by the
side of the road. God the Father, through the Holy Spirit, called Jesus to stay there for
something of utmost importance. Jesus wasn't going to get that teaching back in
Nazareth and those teachers were free to give Him lots of discipleship time because all
the festivities had ended.

D. Is Jesus' answer to His parents rude? Luke 2:49
So "Is Jesus' answer to His parents rude?" To answer that we have to first
understand Jesus answer. READ v 49. The key contrast in this whole passage is
between the phrase "your father" in v 48 referring to Joseph and "my father" in v 49
referring to God the Father. In other words, God the Father, chose this crucial stage in
Jesus' life, on the brink of His manhood, to remind those closest to Jesus, that He now
knows who His real Father is and what His mission in life is. The incarnate Jesus did

not know that at age 4. This is why Mary was so amazed later when her eyes were
opened & why she treasured this event in her heart more than all the other actions
Jesus did growing up.

Notice again what Jesus called the temple - "My Father's house". That means, Jesus
is calling God, His father. At this time, how many Jewish people referred to God as
their Father? NONE! ZERO! That would be considered sacrilegious or blasphemous
before Jesus taught the Lord's Prayer for the first time! Only a couple times is God
referred to as Father in the whole Old Testament and that is Father of the nation, not
an individual. Je^s now clearly recognizes His unique sonship to God, and that His
mission will require a devotion to God's purposes so great that it will have a higher
priority than His closest family ties or having a marriage or family of His own or even
living a long life. Jesus must follow his calling, even if it brings pain & misunderstand
ing. Just like Palm Sunday was a recognition that Jesus really is the Messiah or Christ
- that He is Lord of Lords and Kings of Kings, so this passage forces us to see the
same thing! That Jesus really is the unique Son of God from His conception or
otherwise He sinned, was rude & inconsiderate to his earthly parents. Wow -1 bet
your weren't thinking that when we first read this passage! That's what these
questions bring out when we go back and test our thoughts & presuppositions that
clash with a part of scripture. Don't fear or avoid them!

E. What about the rest of Jesus' childhood? Luke 2:51-52; 3:23
This is the only story in the gospels about Jesus between his infancy and his public
ministry as a man. So we have 28-29 years of Jesus's life with NOTHING by one true
stefj'. As you can imagine, hundreds of years later, people started to write stories of
what they thought Jesus must have done - and they tended on the miraculous and
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bizarre like Jesus bringing clay birds to life, stretching wood to fit his father's project,
carrying water on a cloth, healing people, bring the dead to life as well as cursing,
blinding and causing people to die. Those legends are so different than this one true
story, that they further confirm the truthfulness we read here AND how important this
transformation was in Jesus' life and in His parents' life. Jesus is all about His
Heavenly Father's business - which Luke will unveil starting in the next chapter as
Jesus turns 30 and starts His public ministry.

Notice, that what started as a question that seem to say Jesus wasn't sinless, ended up
being a greater confirmation of Jesus being the Lord of all. That is what happens when
we hit those sections of scripture or those situations in life where what God says or
does DOESN'T FIT our picture of God, When we are willing to dig in and challenge
our currently thinking with the Bible, over time the same thing that happened to Mary,

foA happen^ to us. We go from upset, to confused, to cherishing these truths because we
now understand God and His ways deeper than we did before. And that excited me
this week, even if I have failed to adequately convey that to you this morning!

II. When God's Actions Don't Fit Our Expectations Proverbs 18:17
So what do we do when we're reading the Bible and we see God do something that doesn't
fit our expectations, like Jesus withering the fig tree during holy week or God commanding
the Israelites to kill everyone and everything in a village. Or we prayfor something, and get
just the opposite. Consider your feelings and initial thoughts like the first one to present their
case in Proverbs 18:17" Thefirst to present his case seems right, till another comes
forward and questions him.'*'* "^Enow need to question /our own feelings and thoughts
using a more truthful basis - the Bible.

A. Start by fully expressing your thoughts, questions, expectations, etc.
This starts with u^fully expressing our thoughts, questions and expectations. If you
don't identify these clearly and take time to write them down as our questioner did,
don't expect a deeper understanding of God and His ways,

B. Humbly submit your feelings, thoughts and presuppositions to the Lord
Then, bow in prayer, and submit your feelings, thoughts and presuppositions to the
Lord. **Lord I know that I can deceive myself And I know I cannot trust my
feelings. Therefore right now I submit to you and want to know who you really are,
not who I want you to be so my life is easier."

C. Have confidence in the inerrant Word of God (the Bible) and Jesus/God
Third, we need to have developed confidence in the inerrant word of God - that
simply means we believe that the Bible is without error. Now you personally may not
be at this point in your Christian growth. That's fine, keep challenging those thoughts
that there may be errors in the Bible, by investigating them. But we need a standard
that is greater than ourselves if we are going to be able to go deeper than the ideas of
our culture or ourselves.
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D. Let your thoughts be challenged by opposing claims in the Bible (in context!)
Fourth, now dig in to the Bible to challenge your own thinking. Take that passage of
the Bible that conflicts with your thought and closely study the context & details as
we did today. Write them down. Don't look for excuses or explanations to explain
away the normal meaning of the text. Instead, temporarily consider your thoughts
inaccurate - what evidences are in the context to support the opposite of what you are
thinking or feeling. Write these down. This takes time and study of the Bible. There is
no shortcut if you want to go deeper in your understanding of who God is and what
his truth is. In today's passage, we let those details prove to us that Jesus is sinless and
wasn't being rude, irresponsible or disrespectful. In the process we open ourselves up
to seeing the situation more from God's point of view - not just a frantic parent's
point of view. Dig into the context. Ask questions of the text. Look at the details.
There is no shortcut. So if you struggle with the issue of hell, go look up each time
Jesus speaks of it and look in each context for how sure Jesus is, why He is saying it,
what is hell's purpose & what is Jesus thinking -use these to challenge your feelings.

E. Take time to investigate the wisdom of past believers
Fifth, it is important to take time to investigate what Christians in the past have said
about this question. There are very few questions about the Bible that have not been
dealt with many times in history. Now, don't take this wisdom of past believers as
inerrant truth - only the Bible is without error. Instead, look at the evidences for their
claims. I read Bible commentaries with a bit of skepticism because they are just
written by fallible humans like me. I don't believe everything they say, but they get
me to see things from different perspectives which can test my own - to see if it is
accurate or not. They bring out perspectives I would never have thought myself.

F. Watch for God's confirmation in the days, months and years ahead
Finally, watch for God's confirmation in the days, months and years ahead. It may be
an illustration like the nature of cancer which for me opened up a very different way
of thinking about God's commands to destroy all in a city. Some of our bigger
questions may not be confirmed by God for years. I put them in my mental freezer, I
don't dwell on them, or get mad about them or let them skew my attitude towards
Jesus. Year after year, God thaws another one of those questions out of my mental
freezer and shows me answers I could not have understood 5 or 10 years before. That
is how great God is. He WILL lead us to greater understanding, but we nmst trust His
word and be willing to put time & energy into digging in to it. - ̂  - -
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